[Textual research on the engraved prescriptions of Taishan-Stone quoted by ancient medical books].
It is recorded that in Daizong (honorific title of Taishan) in the Song feng shuo yi (Songfeng's Talking of Epidemic Diseases) written by Liu Kui of the Qing Dynasty, some of its prescriptions were derived from the stone wall inscriptions. Some medical historians claim that Liu used the "weird" theory to deify his prescriptions. However, several records of prescriptions engraved in the Taishan stone carving can be retrieved from ancient medical books, proving that what Liu said was true, but not rumors. The Bureau of People's Welfare Pharmacy in the Song Dynasty engraved these prescriptions in the stone at the side of the Yunü Pool on the peak of Taishan. Presently, there are cliff inscriptions at the old site of the Yunü Pool, with its lower part covered in the soil, which might contain these prescriptions.